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ABSTRACT 
To enable a study of the properties of luminous yellow stars, a list has been compiled of 84 stars which appear 
to be in the appropriate region in the color-magnitude diagrams of 41 young clusters. Proper motions, radial 
velocities, UBV photometry, and spectral types from the literature have been used in those cases where such data 
are available to assign membership probabilities. DDO and uuby photometry have also been obtained of most of 
the stars in the list, and these data are analyzed to remove stars from the sample which have the wrong 
luminosity or the wrong color excess for cluster membershp. In addition, VRI photometry is given for many of 
the stars in the list. Based on these data, 22 of the stars (26%) from the original sample are llkely cluster 
members, whle 48 (57%) are not likely to be members. The remainder must be studied further to determine their 
status but it is probable that some of them are also in clusters. 
Subject headings: clusters: open - photometry - stars: late-type 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Yellow giants and supergiants are potentially of great inter- 
est in connection with studies of stellar evolution. Most of 
these objects are in the helium core burning stage and have 
evolved back into the yellow giant region from the red-giant 
branch. Their location in the H-R diagram thus constrains 
post-main-sequence evolutionary models. Unfortunately, it is 
difficult to obtain accurate temperatures and luminosities for 
them except when they are members of clusters. 
Although in principle it is possible to infer intrinsic colors, 
absolute magnitudes, and ages for cluster stars, in practice 
such information must often be viewed with caution. Member- 
ship of individual stars may be uncertain, particularly for 
those not on the main sequence or for clusters in crowded 
fields. The effects of reddening can be measured reliably for 
main-sequence stars, but often the reddening varies substan- 
tially over the face of the cluster, giving rise to uncertainties at 
the location of any particular star. It is also possible that 
unrecognized composition differences between clusters can 
affect conclusions drawn from their intercomparison. On the 
other hand, for many studies it is necessary to resort to using 
clusters for which little information is available just to have a 
sufficient sample of objects; often the available studies are 
limited to three-color photometry. 
To improve this situation with respect to the yellow giants 
and supergiants, a photometric survey of objects in cluster 
fields whch appear to be in the appropriate location in the 
H-R diagram was carried out. Photometric data on the DDO 
and four-color systems were obtained since they are capable 
of discriminating against many field stars, particularly fore- 
ground dwarfs and reddened early-type stars. T h ~ s  is not a 
substitute for membership studies based on proper motions, 
but such studies are time-consuming, and we can not antic- 
ipate results for a statistically large sample in the near future. 
The photometric survey will serve to eliminate many objects 
and narrow the list of potential clusters to those most likely to 
be of interest for proper-motion studies. In addition, the 
information from this survey can be used to discuss questions 
concerning evolution and the properties of these stars. 
Tlus paper gives a list of candidate stars, presents the 
photometric data, and discusses the membership of the stars 
in clusters. The discussion of t h s  sample of stars in terms of 
their properties and the theoretical implications will be in 
Paper 11. 
11. THE SAMPLE 
The 41 clusters studied in this program are listed in Table 1. 
Of these, 35 were selected by examining the color-magnitude 
diagrams in Hagen's (1970) atlas and in the Naval Observa- 
tory survey of clusters (Hoag et al. 1961). Schild (1967) con- 
sidered several field yellow giants to be members of the h and 
x Per association, and four are included in the present pro- 
gram. The remaining five clusters, NGC 2186, NGC 2421, Ru 
79, Ly 6, and Stock 14, were selected on the basis of H-R 
diagrams from the sources indicated in the last column Ta- 
ble 1. 
The selection of stars for observation was made solely on 
the basis of their location in the H-R diagrams. Using pub- 
lished distance moduli and color excesses, the location of stars 
relative to the Cepheid strip was considered. Within the con- 
straints of feasibility, an attempt was made to include all stars 
within several tenths of a magnitude in B - V of the strip and 
brighter than about M,, = -2. Some other stars farther away 
'Visiting astronomer at Kitt Peak National Observatory and Cerro were also included, butno effort was made to obtain a large or 
Tololo Inter-American Observatory which are operated by the Associa- 
tion of Universities for Research in Astronornv. Inc.. under contract with The second column of Table 1 lists the apparent distance 
2 ,  , 
the National Science Foundation. mod& of the clusters, V - M,,, while the third column gives 
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